In order to work with non-Nagata rings which are Nagata "up-tocompletely-decomposed-universal-homeomorphism", specifically finite rank hensel valuation rings, we introduce the notions of pseudo-integral closure and pseudo-normalisation
Introduction
The reader not interested in motivic applications is invited to go directly to the "Main result" subsection on page 2.
Context-(compact support) motives of singular schemes. In [Voe00] , Voevodsky constructed a triangulated category of motives using smooth schemes. In order to
• extend the motive functor M : Sm k →DM eff gm (k) from smooth k-schemes to all separated finite type k-schemes, and
• have access to a well-defined theory of motives with compact support M c : Sch
he proves a cdh-descent, but his proof only works in the presence of strong resolution of singularities (for example, in characteristic zero). For concreteness, recall cohomological descentà la Deligne: DM eff gm (k) satisfies cdh-descent if for every separated finite type k-scheme a : X → k, and every cdh-hypercover f : X • → X, the natural transformation a * a * → a * f * f * a * induced by the unit of the adjunction f * : DM eff gm (X) ⇄ DM eff gm (X • ) : f * is an isomorphism. If X and each X n are k-smooth, this is equivalent to asking that M (X)→ holim M (X n ) is an isomorphism in DM eff gm (k). By work of Ayoub [Ayo07, Cor.1.7.18], Cisinski [Cis13, Prop.3.7] , and CisinskiDéglise [CD12] , the homotopy category HZ-mod of modules over the motivic Eilenberg-Maclane spectrum HZ satisfies cdh-descent, and HZ-mod is supposed to be equivalent 1 to DM (k). Unfortunately, to show that HZ-mod→DM (k) is an equivalence, or even just to transfer cdh-descent from HZ-mod to DM eff gm (k), one needs resolution of singularities. Indeed, without knowing cdh-descent, the motive functor
obtained by construction is only valid for smooth schemes. So to push the fact that cdh-hypercovers are isomorphisms through the functor HZ-mod → DM (k) we need to be able to reduce to the smooth case. Replacing cdh with ldh, and resolution of singularities with Gabber's theorem on alterations, [Kel17] instead shows that ldh-descent of HZ (l) -mod implies ldh-descent of DM eff gm (k, Z (l) ) using the hypercover argument just mentioned. Its easy to show that in the presence of transfers, for example in DM (k), cdh-and ldh-descent agree Z (l) -linearly, cf. Lemma 9, so we are left with the problem of showing that HZ (l) -mod satisfies ldh-descent. To show ldh-descent of objects E in HZ (l) -mod, we use a descent spectral sequence H p ldh (X, a ldh H q E) ⇒ H p+q ldh (X, E). As mentioned above, we know cdh-descent so it suffices to show the cdh-and ldh-cohomologies appearing in the respective descent spectral sequences agree.
The main result of [Kel17] -that DM 
is an isomorphism for nice enough F . The second one, the main theorem of [Kel17, Chap.3 ], is that F = H q E are nice enough for appropriate E ∈ SH(k). It is [Kel17, Chap.2], the first half of [Kel17] , that this present article replaces.
Main result. The main theorem of this article is:
Theorem 1. (cf. Thm.20) Suppose S is a finite dimensional noetherian separated scheme and F is a universal homeomorphism invariant Z (l) -linear presheaf with traces satisfying at least one of: (G1) F (R) ⊆ F (Frac(R)) for every finite rank hensel valuation ring R.
(G2) F (R) → F (R/p) is surjective for every finite rank hensel valuation ring R and prime p ⊂ R.
Then the canonical comparison morphism is an isomorphism:
However the main result of this article is its proof. The hypotheses of [Kel17, Cor.2.5.4] are an awkward list of very special properties that don't give much insight into why the cohomologies should agree and the proof is a poorly structured collection of lemmas, which are difficult to arrange into some kind global narrative.
The proof of Theorem 20 on the other hand, is short 2 and linear, and one can easily explain why its hypotheses are there: Z (l) -linearity and traces are to give descent for finite-flat-surjective-prime-to-l morphisms, cf.Lem.2, universal homeomorphism invariance is to correct non-Nagata-ness of hensel valuation rings, cf.Lem.3, and (G1) / (G2) are to control H 1 ldh F , cf. Equation 2 on page 14.
The problem-non-Nagata-ness. One of the first things one might try when comparing the cohomology of a finer topology λ with a coarser one σ is the change of topology spectral sequence If one can show that H p λ (P, F ) = 0 (for p > 0 and a λ F (P ) = F (P )) for schemes P in a family inducing a conservative family of fibre functors of the σ-topos, it follows that a σ H q λ F = 0 (for p > 0 and a σ F = a λ F ), the spectral sequence collapses, and one is done. If (σ, λ) = (Zariski,étale) then this would be to show that H p et (−, F ) vanishes on all local rings. In our setting where (σ, λ) = (cdh, ldh) it amounts to showing that H p ldh (−, F ) vanishes on finite rank hensel valuation rings, cf. Section 9.
To prove this vanishing, one would like to use a structure of trace morphisms on F (as formalised in Definition 7) and the well-known fact that every ldhcovering of (the spectrum of) a hensel valuation ring is refinable by a finite flat surjective morphism of degree prime to l, via something like the following well-known lemma:
Lemma 2. (Lemma 9, [Kel17, Lemma 2.1.8]) Suppose that F is a Z (l) -linear presheaf with traces in the sense of Definition 7, and f : Y → X a finite flat 2 Even though the proof "finishes" on page 19, of course this introductory section does not form part of the proof, most if not all of Sections 3 and 4 is background scheme theory included for the convenience of the reader, and most of Section 5 is routine checking that pseudo-integral closures have the properties that we want. If one was writing in the more concise style preferred by some authors, one could fit the proof in 10 pages, probably less. Moreover, if it turns out that, as expected, (G2) is satisfied, then Section 7 is not needed, and the page count drops to < 7.
surjective morphism of degree prime to l. Then the complex
The problem is that finite flat algebras over hensel valuation rings are not necessarily sums of hensel valuation rings. We can try to return to hensel valuation rings by normalising, cf. Lemma 16, but then this takes us out of the category of finite algebras. To summarise:
Problem. Given a hensel valuation ring R and a finite faithfully flat R-algebra R → A, in general, there is no A-algebra A ′ such that R → A ′ is finite faithfully flat and A ′ is a sum of hensel valuation rings.
The normalisation R → A is a sum of hensel valuation rings, and faithfully flat, but unless Frac( A)/ Frac(R) is finite separable and R is discrete [Bou64, Chap.6,Sec.8,No.5,Thm.2,Cor.1], the morphism R → A is in general no longer finite, not even if R is discrete and complete, [Bou64, Chap.6,Sec.8,Exercise 3b].
The solution-pseudo-normalisations. The observation which rescues us is that Z[ 1 p ]-motivic cohomology, and more generally the sheaves we are interested in, are invariant under universal homeomorphism. Since we can restrict our attention to finite rank hensel valuation rings, cf. Corollary 30, and all residue field extensions of a finite extension of valuation rings are finite, we don't have to normalise to catch all the information in the normalisation that we need.
Lemma 3. (See Lemma 19) Suppose R is a finite rank hensel valuation ring and R → A a finite faithfully flat algebra. Then there exists an A-algebra A ′ such that R → A ′ is finite faithfully flat and Spec( A ′ ) → Spec(A ′ ) induces an isomorphism on underlying topological spaces and all residue fields.
Since our sheaves don't distinguish between A ′ and the valuation ring A ′ , we can use A ′ as though it were a valuation ring. To work with this lemma we introduce the notion of pseudo-normalisation.
Definition 4. (See Def.18) Let A be a ring and A → B an A-algebra. Define a pseudo-integral closure 3 of A in B to be a finite sub-A-algebra
induces an isomorphism on topological spaces and residue fields. A pseudo-normalisation of A is a pseudo-integral closure of A in its normalisation A →Ȃ ⊆ A.
3 If one prefers names that explain the meaning, we find finite cduh-local integral closure and finite cduh-local normalisation to be the most accurate.
So the lemma above now becomes:
Lemma 5. (See Lemma 19) Every finite faithfully flat algebra A over a finite rank hensel valuation ring admits a pseudo-normalisation A →Ȃ.
Outline. In Section 2 (resp. 3, resp. 4) we recall some well-known material on presheaves with traces (resp. universal homeomorphisms, resp. hensel valuation rings). An interesting observation is that a morphism of schemes becomes an isomorphism of ldh-sheaves under Yoneda if and only if it is a universal homeomorphism, Cor.13, Rem.14, (valid for any l = p). The h-version of this statement is well-known and due to Voevodsky [Voe96] for excellent noetherian schemes and Rydh [Ryd10] in general.
In Section 5 we introduce the notion of pseudo-integral closure and pseudonormalisation, and develop some basic properties.
Section 6 (pages 13-15) contains our main theorem (Theorem 20) and its proof.
Section 7 (pages 15-19) contains a technical result that traces on a presheaf F pass to some associated presheaves E and D (Definition 23). This is needed to control H 1 ldh F if (G1) is satisfied instead of (G2) in Theorem 20. In Section 8 we recall the definitions of the cdh-and ldh-topologies, and observe that for finite dimensional noetherian schemes, the class of finite dimensional hensel valuation rings induces a conservative family of fibre functors.
In Section 9 we confirm that everything we need passes from finite type separated S-schemes to all quasi-compact separated S-schemes just as one would expect.
Acknowledgements. The idea for this strategy is from 2013, but it took five years to realise how to get around the non-Nagata-ness of valuation rings. This proof owes its existence to Veronika Ertl. It was during discussions with her about de Rham-Witt differentials of valuation rings that I had the idea to use pseudo-normalisations. I also thank Giuseppe Ancona, Matthew Morrow, and Simon Pepin-Lehalleur for comments that improved the writing style.
Convention. We work with a base scheme S which will almost always be separated and noetherian, and often of finite dimension. We write Sch S for the category of separated finite type S-schemes. Unless otherwise indicated, presheaf means a presheaf on Sch S which is extended to the category SCH S of all quasi-compact separated S-schemes by left Kan extension. That is F (T ) = lim − →T →X→S F (X) where the colimit is over factorisations through X ∈ Sch S . Another way of saying this, (when S is quasi-compact and quasi-separated), is that presheaf means an additive functor F : SCH op S → Ab that commutes with filtered colimits. For more on this see Section 9.
Traces and fpsl ′ ′ -descent
This section contains material on presheaves with traces from [Kel17] included for the convenience of the reader.
Definition 6. We abbreviate finite flat surjective to fps, and finite flat surjective of degree prime to l to fpsl ′ .
Definition 7. ([Kel17, Def.2.1.3]) Let S be a category of schemes admitting fibre products. A structure of traces on a presheaf F : S op → Ab is a morphism Tr f : F (Y ) → F (X) for every fps morphism f : Y → X, satisfying the following axioms.
and every cartesian square
A presheaf equipped with a structure of traces is called a presheaf with traces. A presheaf with traces taking values in the the category of R-modules for some ring R, is called a presheaf of R-modules with traces or an R-linear presheaf with traces. 5. This article would be even shorter if we could prove that the uh-sheaf, cf. Definition 10, associated to a presheaf with traces has a structure of traces. The obstracle to proving this seems connected to the obstacle to proving that the cdh-sheafification of a presheaf with traces inherits a structure of traces.
Lemma 9. ([Kel17, Lemma 2.1.8]) Suppose that F is a Z (l) -linear presheaf with traces, and f : Y → X a fpsl ′ -morphism. Then the complex
is exact. Here the morphisms are (−1)
is the morphism which loses the ith coordinate.
is a chain homotopy between zero and id by by (Deg).
Universal homeomorphisms
Definition 10. A morphism of schemes f : Y → X is a universal homeomorphism or uh if it satisfies the following equivalent conditions. 1. For every X-scheme T → X, the morphism T × X Y → T induces a homeomorphism on the underlying topological spaces.
2. [Stacks, Tag 01S4, Tag 01S3] f is a homeomorphism, and for every y ∈ Y , the field extension k(y)/k(f (x)) is purely inseparable.
3. [EGAIV4, Cor.18.12.11]f is integral, surjective and universally injective.
4. [Stacks, Tag 01WM] f is affine, surjective, and universally injective.
Note there are no finiteness conditions. There are universal homeomorphisms that are not of finite type, [Bou64, Chap.6,Sec.8,Exercise 3b], and finite universal homeomorphisms that are not finitely presented. Proof. We use the standard proof using Raynaud-Gruson flatification and induction on the dimension. The initial case is dimension −1, i.e., the empty scheme. Suppose that Y → X is a universal homeomorphism with dim X = n ≥ 0, and suppose that the statement is true for a target scheme of dimension < n. Replacing X and Y with their reductions, we can assume that Y → X is generically flat. In this case, by Raynaud-Gruson flatification [RG71, Thm.5.2.2], there exists a nowhere dense closed subscheme Z ⊂ X such that the strict transform Y ′ → Bl Z X is globally flat. On the other hand, As Y → X is an integral morphism of finite type, it is finite. Therefore Y ′ → Bl Z X is flat and finite. Moreover, as Y → X is a universal homeomorphism, for each generic point ξ ∈ X with corresponding point η ∈ Y , the finite field extension k(η)/k(ξ) is purely inseparable. In particular, as Y ′ and Bl Z X are reduced, Y ′ → Bl Z X is locally of degree a power of p. Using the noetherian inductive hypothesis to choose a refinement
Corollary 13. Let S be a noetherian scheme of positive characteristic p = l and f : Y → X a universal homeomorphism in Sch S . Then the image of f in Shv ldh (Sch S ) under Yoneda and sheafification is an isomorphism.
Remark 14. In fact, the converse is also true: [Voe96, Thm.3.2.9] and [Ryd10, Thm.8.16] say that the image of the Yoneda functor Sch S → Shv h (Sch S ) is equivalent to the localisation of Sch S at the class uh. As uh is a right multiplicative system and satisfies the 2-out-of-6 property, it follows that a morphism in Sch S is in uh if and only if it becomes an isomorphism in Sch h (Sch S ), [KS06, 7.1.20]. Since Sch S → Shv h (Sch S ) factors through Shv ldh (Sch S ), the converse of Corollary 13 follows.
Proof. Surjectivity is a result of f being (refineable by) an ldh-cover, Lemma 12.
For injectivity, consider some s, s ′ ∈ (a ldh h Y )(T ) sent to the same element of (a ldh h X )(T ). Let T ′ → T be an ldh-cover such that s, s ′ can be represented by some morphisms t, t
. . , η n be the generic points of T ′ . As f : Y → X is a universal homeomorphism, it is injective on the underlying topological space, and all residue field extensions are purely inseparable. Consequently,
Corollary 15. For any presheaf F and n ≥ 0, the associated presheaf H n ldh F is uh-invariant.
Proof. Let F → I
• be an injective resolution. Then we have (H
. But Corollary 13 says that h ldh (−) sends universal homeomorphisms to isomorphisms. Hence, the same is true of (H n ldh F ).
Hensel valuation rings
Recall that an integral ring R is a valuation ring if for all nonzero a ∈ Frac(R), we have a ∈ R or a −1 ∈ R. Equivalently, the set of ideals of R is totally ordered by inclusion, [Bou64, Chapitre VI, §1.2, Théorème 1].
A valuation ring R is a hensel valuation ring or hvr if it extends uniquely to every finite field extension, [EP05, §4.1]. That is, for every finite field extension L/ Frac(R), there exists a unique valuation ring We will frequently use the following lemma.
Lemma 16. Let R be a hvr, let R → A be a finite R-algebra, and let
Proof. The integral closure A ic is the product of the integral closures of the images of A in the residue fields of L, so we can assume A is integral and L a field. Replacing R with its image 5 in A, we can assume R → A is injective. Note that since A is finite, the integral closure of A in L is equal to the integral closure of R in L. Now the first claim follows from the facts that the integral closure of a valuation ring is the intersection of the extensions [EP05, Cor.3.1.4], and since R is henselian, by definition there is a unique extension to L. Now, R ⊆ A ic is an integral extension of rings so Spec(A ic ) → Spec(R) is surjective [Stacks, Tag 00GQ]. Since R ⊆ A ic is integral, the incomparability property implies that Spec(A ic ) → Spec(R) is injective. Finally, since the prime ideals of A ic and R are totally ordered, the bijection Spec(R ′ ) → Spec(R) is a homeomorphism.
Lemma 17. Suppose that R is a hvr of characteristic p with fraction field K, and suppose that K → K ′ is a purely inseparable extension, and
This lemma will be used in Proposition 26.
Proof. The extension R → R ′ is integral by definition, and Spec(R ′ ) → Spec(R) is surjective as it is dominant and satisfies the going up property. So it remains to see that it is injective, and each extension of residue fields is purely inseparable. As R is henselian, R ′ is a valuation ring, and so its poset of primes is totally ordered. By the incomparability property, it follows that there is exactly one prime of R ′ lying over any prime of R. Let p ⊂ R be a prime and p ′ ⊂ R ′ the prime lying over it. Localising at p we can assume both are maximal ideals. Then a given a ∈ k(p ′ ) = R ′ /p ′ , lifts to some b ∈ R ′ , and since K ′ /K is purely inseparable, b
is purely inseparable.
Pseudo-normalisation
One of the obstacles to using valuation rings to study finite type morphisms of noetherian schemes is non-Nagata-ness: Suppose R is a hvr and R ⊂ A a finite extension with A integral. On the other hand, at least if the rank of R is finite, if we take a large enough memberȂ of the filtered poset of finitely generated sub-A-algebras of A, the induced morphism Spec( A) → Spec(Ȃ) will be a universal homeomorphism (and even completely decomposed). Hence, as far as uh-sheaves (and even cdhsheaves, cf. [HK18, Lem.2.9]) are concerned, the normalisation might as well be finite.
To formalise this phenomenon, we introduce the notion of pseudo-integral closure, and pseudo-normalisation. Definition 18. Let A be a ring and A → B an A-algebra. Define a pseudointegral closure of A in B to be a finite sub-A-algebra
is a completely decomposed universal homeomorphism. A pseudo-normalisation of A is a pseudo-integral closure of A in its normalisation A →Ȃ ⊆ A. We will write PseIntClo(B/A) and PseNor(A) for the set of pseudo-integral closures, and pseudo-normalisations respectively.
Even if pseudo-integral closures and pseudo-normalisations exist they are certainly not unique in general. If the normalisation resp. integral closure is finite, then it is the final pseudo-normalisation resp. pseudo-integral closure.
Lemma 19. Let R be a finite rank hvr.
1. Let A → B be a ring homorphism. If B pic ⊆ B ic is a pseudo-integral closure, then any finitely generated subalgebra B pic ⊆ B ′ ⊆ B ic is also a pseudo-integral closure.
2. If the collection of pseudo-integral closures of a ring homomorphism A→B is non-empty, then it is a filtered poset and B ic = B pic ∈PseIntClo(B/A) B pic .
3. If A is a finite flat R-algebra, and Q(A) → K finite with K reduced, the poset PseIntClo(K/A) of pseudo-integral closures is nonempty. In particular, part (2) holds.
4. If A → B is a morphism of finite flat R-algebras, and
O O a square of finite morphisms of reduced rings, then for any A pic ∈ PseIntClo(K/A) there is a B pic ∈ PseIntClo(L/B) compatible with the above square. In other words, the canonical morphism of integral closures
B pic . We imagine there may be a pseudo-integral closure generalisation of part (5) but we don't need it. In fact, we only use part (5) in Section 7 so if (G2) is satisfied in Thm.20 we don't need part (5) at all.
If

Proof.
Since B
ic ⊇B pic is integral so is B ic ⊇B ′ , and consequently, Spec(
Follows from part (1).
3. Let A ic be the integral closure of A in K. It suffices to consider the case A and K are both integral because A ic is the product of the integral closures in the residue fields of K. Recall R ⊆ A ic is an extension of valuation rings, Lem.16. As R ⊆ A ic is generically finite, for every 5. The tensor product claim follows from part 1:
0 by flatness in the definition of PseNor(φ). Now as long as PseNor(φ) is nonempty, PseNor(φ) → PseNor(A) being cofinal follows from PseNor(A) being filtered and the pullback claim. Since nonemptiness will follow from cofinality of PseNor(φ) → PseNor(B), it remains only to prove this latter. We construct the following diagram.
Given someB 0 ∈ PseNor(B), choose someȂ 0 ∈ PseNor(A), and letB 1 ⊇ B 0 be the (not necessarily flat) sub-Ȃ 0 -algebra of B generated byB 0 . Consider the sub-A-algebraB 1 ⊆ B ′ ⊆ B generated by the image ofB 1 . As B is A-torsion free, so is B ′ , and as A is a (sum of) valuation rings, we deduce that B ′ is A-flat. AsȂ 0 →B 1 is finite type, A → B ′ is also finite type. Since A is a sum of local rings, the finitely generated flat algebra B ′ is a free module (noetherianness is not needed, [Mat89, Thm.7.10]). As
2 for some finite freeȂ 2 →B 2 withȂ 2 in PseNor(A) (the ringB 2 is not necessarily in PseNor(B) yet).
′ ⊇B 1 , tensoring with some large enoughȂ 3 ⊇Ȃ 2 in PseNor(A), we get ourB 3 ∼ =Ȃ3 ⊗Ȃ
2B
2 ⊇B 1 ⊇B 0 , withȂ 3 →B 3 in PseNor(φ).
6 Comparison of cdh-and ldh-descent Theorem 20. Suppose S is a finite dimensional noetherian separated scheme and F is a uh-invariant Z (l) -linear presheaf with traces satisfying at least one of:
is injective for every finite rank hvr R.
(G2) F (R) → F (R/p) is surjective for every finite rank hvr R and prime p ⊂ R.
Proof. By the change of topology spectral sequence
it suffices to show that a cdh F = a ldh F , and a cdh H j ldh F = 0 for j > 0. Since finite rank hvr's form a conservative family of fibre functors for the cdh-site Sch S , Cor.30, and cohomology commutes with limits in the appropriate way, Prop.35, it suffices to show that for every finite rank hvr R we have F (R) = F ldh (R), and H j ldh (R, F ) = 0 for j > 0. We do this in the following sequence of steps: 1. F (R) = F ldh (R). 
H
is exact. This follows directly from Z (l) -linearity and the structure of traces, Lem.9.
Step 2, H 1 ldh (R, F ) = 0: For j = 1, sheaf cohomology always agrees witȟ Cech cohomology, cf. Equation 3 below, so it suffices to show thatȞ 1 ldh (R, F ) = 0. As we have already remarked, since R is a hvr, the ldh-and fpsl ′ -Čech cohomologies agree, so it suffices to show thatȞ 1 fpsl ′ (R, F ) = 0. For this, it suffices to show that for any fpsl ′ -algebra R → A, the sequence
Step 3,Ȟ i fpsl ′ (R, H 1 ldh F ) = 0 for i ≥ 0: We work by induction on the rank of R. If R is of rank 0, i.e., a field, then every finite flat R-algebra is a sum of nilpotent thickenings of fields. Since H 1 ldh F is uh-invariant, additive, and vanishes on fields, it vanishes on all finite flat R-algebras. Hence,Ȟ i fpsl ′ (R, H 1 ldh F ) is thě Cech cohomology of the zero presheaf, and therefore also zero. Now suppose R has rank > 0, let p ⊂ R be a prime of height one, let A be a finite flat R-algebra, and consider the long exact sequence, Prop.35(5), Step 4, H i ldh (R, F ) = 0 for i > 1: Consider theČech spectral sequencě H i ldh (R, H j ldh F ) ⇒ H i+j ldh (R, F ). As we have already observed, for hvr's the ldhand fpsl ′ -Čech cohomologies agree, so the spectral sequence actually looks likě
and it suffices to show thatȞ We claim that H j ldh F vanishes for j > 1 on finite flat R ′ -algebras, where R ′ is any hvr of rank equal to rank(R), and we show this by induction on the rank of R. As observed for j = 1, if R is of rank 0, i.e., a field, then every finite flat Ralgebra is a sum of nilpotent thickenings of fields. Since H j ldh F is uh-invariant, additive, and vanishes on fields, it vanishes on all finite flat R-algebras. If R has a height one prime p, then for any finite flat R-algebra A we obtain a long exact sequence 
Traces on H
In the proof of Theorem 20, in the case (G1) is satisfied, we used a structure of traces on D ⊆ H 1 ldh F . For the presheaves we are interested in (Nisnevich homotopy sheaves of objects in the motivic stable homotopy category) we don't see any reason why (G2) shouldn't be satisfied, in which case D = 0. However, as we have currently only checked that they satisfy (G1), and there may conceivably be interesting presheaves which satisfy (G1) but not (G2), we include a proof of the fact that D has traces.
We begin by extending (CdB) to commutative squares which are only cartesian generically. Lem.21 is used in Cor.22, which is used to show Tr E and Tr Lemma 21. Suppose that F is a uh-invariant presheaf with traces. Let k be a field, φ : k → A a finite local k-algebra, and π : A → A red the canonical morphism. Then
Proof. Suppose that k is perfect. Then k → A red is a finite separable morphism, and therefore formallyétale, so there exists a splitting of k-algebras σ : A red → A. As F is nilpotent invariant, F (π) and F (σ) are isomorphisms, and therefore mutual inverses. On the other hand, as A red is a field, σ is necessarily flat, and therefore we have a trace morphism Tr σ satisfying Tr σ F (σ) = deg σ · id by (Deg). Precomposing with F (π) = F (σ) −1 , and postcomposing with Tr φ red produces the equality
= Tr φ which we see is the desired equality after observing that deg σ =
If k is not perfect, consider the pullback to the perfection θ : k → k perf . As F is uh-invariant, it suffices to check that
By (CdB), this desired relation is the composition of the relation Tr
, so it suffices to prove the latter. Using the previously established case of a perfect base field,
as desired, where we have omitted the obvious morphisms. 
Lem.21
as desired, where we have omitted the obvious morphisms.
Definition 23. Let R be a finite rank hvr, let p ⊂ R be the prime of height one, and let F be a presheaf on the category of finite R-algebras. We define
For functoriality in A, see Lemma 19. Note, if F is cduh-invariant then all the transition morphisms in these colimits are isomorphisms.
Let R be a finite rank hvr, and consider the category g.et.fp(R) of genericallý etale finite flat R-algebras.
Proposition 24. Suppose R is a finite rank hvr and F is a uh-invariant presheaf with traces satisfying:
is injective for every finite rank hvr R ′ .
Then the presheaves E and D have structures of traces on g.et.fp(R).
Proof. Tr E : The trace morphisms Tr E (A) on E are defined as follows. Let φ : A → B be a finite flat morphism. If A or B are not integral, let {q i } be the minimal primes of A i , and r ij the minimal primes of B over q i , and define Tr E φ = Tr E A/qi→B/rij . This is well defined since E(A) = ⊕E(A/q i ) and similar for B.
In the case A, B are integral, we proceed as follows. By Lemma 19, the canonical functors PseNor(φ) → PseNor(A), PseNor(B) are cofinal, so there are canonical induced isomorphisms
where p ⊂ R is the prime of height one. As long as the squares
commute for any two comparable morphisms of PseNor(φ) we can define trace morphisms as Tr
(Well-defined) Since elements of PseNor(φ) are preserved by pullback along morphisms in PseNor(A), Lemma 19(5) by (CdB) we can assumeȂ =Ȃ ′ , and the above square becomes a triangle. To check commutivity, it suffices to check it after applying a monomorphism. We claim that F (Ȃ/pȂ) → F (κ(pȂ)) is a monomorphism where pȂ is the height one prime ofȂ. Indeed, since F is uh-invariant, we have
) is a monomorphism. So now using (CdB), we have reduced to showing that F (B ⊗ κ(pȂ)) 
By (CdB) for F , to show (CdB) for E, it suffices to show that the triangle on the right commutes. As we observed previously, by (G1) and uh-invariance, F (C/p) → F (κC ) is injective. So in fact, it suffices to show commutativity of the analogous triangle with −⊗C κC instead of −/p. But now we are in the situation of Corollary 22. Of course, there is no reason for (C⊗ A B) ⊗C κC to be local, but F satisfies (Add), so we consider each connected component of (C⊗ A B) p at a time. The hypothesis of Corollary 22 that the degrees are the same comes from the fact that (C⊗ A B) →C ⊗ȂB is generically an isomorphism. Tr D : As D is a quotient of E it suffices to check that the trace morphisms descend. That is, given a finite flat morphism φ : A → B in g.et.fp(R), and φ :Ȃ →B in PseNor(φ), we just need to check that
But this follows directly from (CdB) for F . The properties (Add), (Fon), (CdB), (Deg) for Tr D now follows directly from those for Tr E .
Remark 25. We used genericétale-ness in at least two places. Firstly, if the schemes weren't generically reduced, then the degree would change on passing from φ toφ and we would need to multiply Tr E by the change in degree, cf.[Kel17, Page 19,(CdBR)]. Secondly "genericallyétale" ensures (C⊗ A B) → C ⊗ȂB in the proof of (CdB) for Tr E is generically an isomorphism. The structure of traces probably exists more generally, but since we don't need it more generally, we opted for the simpler proof.
Proposition 26. Suppose that R is a finite rank hvr of characteristic p. Then for any uh-invariant presheaf F and all n we havě
Proof. It suffices to show that any fpsl ′ -morphism R → A is (co)refinable by the the composition of a g.et.fpsl ′ -morphism R → A ′ and a uh-morphism A ′ → A ′′ such that R → A ′′ is also fpsl ′ . First consider the case when A is integral. Consider the separable closure L of Frac(R) in Frac(A), and choose pseudo-
By definition, A ′ → A ′ and A ′′ → A ′′ induce completely decomposed uhmorphisms, and A ′ → A ′′ induces a uh-morphism by Lem.17. Hence A ′ → A ′′ is a uh-morphism. So now it suffices to show that every fpsl ′ -morphism R → A is (co)refinable by an fpsl ′ -morphism R → A ′′ with A ′′ integral. Suppose first that R is a field K = R. Then one of the residue fields of A is of degree prime to l. Write A = ⊕A pi as the sum of its local rings. As l ∤ dim K A we have l ∤ dim K A pi for some i. Corollary 27. Suppose R is a finite rank hvr and F is a uh-invariant Z (l) -linear presheaf with traces satisfying: 
The cdh-and ldh-topologies
In [GK15] it was observed that hensel valuation rings, or hvr's, form a conservative family of fibre functors for the cdh-site of a noetherian scheme (see Section 4 for some facts about hvr's). Here, we observe that if dim S is finite, then in fact, it suffices to consider hvr's of finite rank.
Definition 28. Let S be a separated noetherian scheme, Sch S the category of separated finite type S-schemes, and l ∈ Z a prime. We quickly recall the following definitions.
1. A morphism f : Y → X is completely decomposed if for all x ∈ X there exists y ∈ Y with f (y) = x and k(y) = k(x).
2. The cdh-topology is generated by families ofétale morphisms {Y i → X} i∈I such that ∐Y i → X is completely decomposed, and families of proper morphisms {Y i → X} i∈I such that ∐Y i → X is completely decomposed.
3. The ldh-topology is generated by the cdh-topology, and finite flat surjective morphisms of degree prime to l.
Lemma 29. Let A be a finite dimension noetherian ring, R a hvr, and A → R a morphism. Then R is a filtered colimit A-algebras which are finite rank hvr's.
Proof. Certainly, R is the filtered union of its finitely generated sub-A-algebras.
to be the valuation ring induced on the fraction field of A λ by R. This is finite rank: Certainly, R λ is the union of its finitely generated sub-A λ -algebras
Thm.5.5.8], and therefore
Consider the henselisations R For every a ∈ R, there is a finitely generated sub-A-algebra A λ with a ∈ A λ . Clearly, this implies a ∈ R λ , so a ∈ R h λ , and it follows that R is the union of the finite rank hvr's R λ , and this is a filtered union because the poset {A λ } is filtered.
Corollary 30. Let S be a noetherian separated scheme, and Sch S the category of finite type separated S-schemes equipped with the cdh-topology. For any Sscheme P → S define
Suppose that p 0 · · · pn is a sequence of prime ideals of R λ with n > dim A λ . For each i choose a i ∈ p i \ p i+1 , and consider the finitely generated sub-A λ -algebra
there is a contradiction and we conclude that p 0 · · · pn cannot exist.
8 The map R h λ ⊆ R is indeed injective: Henselisations of valuation rings are valuation rings of the same rank, [Stacks, Tag 0ASK]. In particular, R h λ is integral, and Spec(R h λ ) → Spec(R λ ) is an isomorphism of topological spaces. As Spec(R) → Spec(R λ ) sends the generic point to the generic point, Spec(R) → Spec(R h λ ) must also send the generic point to the generic point. In other words, R h λ → R is injective.
where the colimit is over factorisations with X → S in Sch S . Then the family of functors
Spec(R) → S R is a finite rank hvr is a conservative family of fibre functors.
Proof. It was proven in [GK15, Thm.2.3, Thm.2.6] that the family of all hvr's induces a conservative family of fibre functors. But Lemma 29 says that any hvr is a filtered colimit of finite rank hvr's. So given a cdh-sheaf F , if F (R) = 0 for every finite rank hvr, we have F (R) = 0 for all hvr's, and therefore F = 0.
Sites of nonnoetherian schemes
Definition 31. We write SCH S for the category of all 9 quasi-compact separated (and therefore quasi-separated) S-schemes.
Remark 32. Since our base scheme S will always be a noetherian separated scheme, and in particular quasi-compact quasi-separated, SCH S is nothing more than the category of those S-schemes T → S of the form T = lim ← −λ∈Λ T λ for some filtered system T − : Λ → Sch S with affine transition morphisms, [Tem11, Thm.1.1.2].
Remark 33. Following Suslin and Voevodsky, we use the term covering family in the sense of [SGA4, Exp.II.Def.1.2]. That is, in addition to satisfying the axioms of a pretopology, any family refinable by a covering family is a covering family.
Proposition 34. Let S be a noetherian separated scheme, let τ be a topology on Sch S such that every covering family is refinable by one indexed by a finite set, and let τ ′ be the induced topology on SCH S . Then the covering families for τ ′ are those families which are refinable by pullbacks of covering families in Sch S .
Proof. Certainly any τ -covering family in Sch S must be a τ ′ -covering family in SCH S , and therefore the pullback of any τ -covering family in Sch S must also be a τ ′ -covering family in SCH S , so it suffices to show that the collection of such families (i) contains the identity family, (ii) is closed under pullback, and (iii) is closed under "composition" in the sense that if {U
The first two are clear, so consider the third. By hypothesis, without loss of generality we can assume that I is finite. Suppose U ′ i → Y i , and X ′ → X are morphisms with Y i , X ∈ Sch S , and
Without loss of generality we can assume that X ′ is the limit lim ← −Λ X λ of a filtered system {X λ } in Sch S with affine transition morphisms, cf. Rem.32, and since hom(lim
Choosing a µ ≤ λ i small enough (this is where we use finiteness of I) and pulling back everything to X µ , we can assume that
In light of Proposition 34, the τ ′ -covers in Sch S are refinable by the τ -covers, so for such topologies (e.g., cdh, ldh, fpsl ′ ) we use the same symbol to denote the induced topology on SCH S . Another consequence of this observation is that the adjunction ι s : Shv τ (Sch S ) ⇄ Shv τ (SCH S ) : ι s induced by the continuous functor Sch S →SCH S satisfies ι s ι s = id. We will write ι * : PreShv(Sch S ) ⇄ PreShv(SCH S ) : ι * for the presheaf adjunction.
Proposition 35. Let S be a noetherian separated scheme, and T →S in SCH S . Write T as the limit
of some filtered system {T λ } in Sch S with affine transition morphisms, cf. Remark 32. Let τ be both a topology on Sch S such that every covering family is refinable by one indexed by a finite set, and also the induced topology on SCH S , e.g., τ = cdh, ldh, fpsl ′ .
3. Every ldh-cover of T is refinable by the composition of a cdh-cover
and fpsl ′ morphisms W i → V i .
4. Every ldh-cover of the spectrum of an hvr is refinable by an fpsl ′ -morphism.
5. If Z → T a closed immersion, and Y → T a proper morphism, such that
induces a short exact sequence of cdh-sheaves on SCH S .
6. If F ∈ PreShv(Sch S ) has a structure of traces, then ι * F ∈ PreShv(SCH S ) inherits a canonical structure of traces extending that of F .
is invariant for finitely presented uh-morphisms, and uh-morphisms between affine schemes with finitely many points.
Remark 36. In part (7) we can actually prove that ι * F is invariant for all uh-morphisms, assuming only that S is quasicompact and quasiseparated, but as we don't need this stronger more general statement in this present work, we do not include its proof.
Proof.
1. Both surjectivity and injectivity follows directly from Proposition 34 together with [EGAIV3, Thm.8.8.2] saying that morphisms over T lift through the filtered system {T λ }.
2. As i s is exact, the functor i s preserves injective resolutions. 4. By part (3), every ldh-cover is refinable by a fpsl ′ ′ -cover followed by a cdh-cover. But every cdh-cover of a hvr has a section: for completely decomposed proper morphisms this follows from the valuative criterion for properness, and for completely decomposedétale morphisms, this follows from Hensel's Lemma.
10 If the reader is worried SCH S is too big for injective resolutions, then just choose some large enough regular cardinal κ and instead work with the category SCH ≤κ S of quasi-compact separated S-schemes which are filtered limits of filtered systems in Sch S with affine transition morphisms indexed by a category Λ with < κ morphisms. Then SCH ≤κ S will be essentially small.
5. To check exactness, it suffices to check exactness after evaluating the sequence of presheaves on an hvr. But in this case one readily checks exactness using the valuative criterion for properness.
6. Given a finite flat surjective morphism f : Y → X in SCH S , there is a filtered system (X λ ) in Sch S with affine transition morphisms, Rem.32, such that X = lim ← − X λ , there is some λ and f α : Y α → X α in Sch S such that f = X × Xα f α , [EGAIV3, Thm.8.8.2(ii)]. We can assume f α is surjective and finite, [EGAIV3, Thm.8. As T ′ → T is a universal homeomorphism each Spec(φ(A)) → T is a finite universal homeomorphism, Lem.11. Also, φ(A) = lim − →I⊆ker(A→φ(A)) A/I is the filtered colimit of the quotients of A by the finitely generated ideals of the kernel K = ker(A → φ(A)). Since Spec(A) has finitely many points, we can always find some finitely generated ideal J such that for each J ⊆ I ⊆ K ⊆ A the closed immersion Spec(φ(A)) → Spec(A/J) is surjective. Hence, f : T ′ → T is a filtered limit of universal homeomorphisms of finite presentation. We have already seen that ι * F sends such morphisms to isomorphisms, so ι * F (f ) = lim − → F (Spec(A) → T ) is an isomorphism.
